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Abstract

The report deals with a model calculation to pre- The electrothermal heating takes place within the
dict the performance of an arcjet and to provide arc core. Since the arc attaches the anode prefer-
crude design criteria and scaling laws for a con- ably on the downstrean side of the throat, the
stricter type hydrogen arc thruster. In this "dual ohmic heat input within the expanding nozzle can be
channel model" calculation one devides the nozzle neglected. The cold gas flow has an azimuthal con-
flow into a hot plasma core and a surrounding cold ponent in order to stabilize the arc column in the
gas layer, both with different expansion veloci- center and to rotate the anode attachment.
ties, but with the sane local pressure across any
nozzle cross section. The conditions within the The trend to higher on board power makes the arcjet
nozzle throat are derived by means of a semiempiri- and even the hybrid MPD-arcjet a potential candi-
cal approach as a function of the throat geometry, date for many space applications with moderate
the arc current and the mass flow rate. av-requirements and even superior to other electric

propulsion systems.

Introduction In this paper the analytical and nunerical proce-

During the late 1950's and beginning of the 1960's, dures for an H7 arcjet performance calculation are

the arcjet developnent in the US had already re- presented. This so-called dual channel model

sultea in quite remarkable laboratory test thrust- approach is based (a), on a semiempirical method

ers. However, most of this wrk ceased during which provides with the throat conditions like the

the seventies, since the on board power available cross sectional dimension of the arc colunn as

and foreseen at that time was too low. oday space- function of the arc current I and the treat pres-

crafts with solar array power of more than 30 kW sure pt or the mass flow rate and (b) devides the

and with nuclear power.of several hundred kW elec- nozzle flow into two regions (see Fig. 1): 1. the

tric are foreseen. This new status renders the hot plasma channel flow in the center and 2. the

developnent of arcjet thrusters or hybrid MPD Arc- cold gas flow in the envelope around this plasma

jets advantageous, especially for power sharing region. The expansion processes from the nozzle

applications. Cne prospective application for a throat on downstream are now calculated for both

plasma propulsion device in the 1 N thrust range the inner core region and the surrounding cold gas

for instance could be the drag compensation of a envelope under the assumptions that we have a
"man-tended free flyer". frozen flow, that the pressure across any cross

sectional area of the nozzle is constant and that

The arcjet thruster as it is considered here (see no heat or impulse exchange between both regions

Fig.1) consists of a coaxial electrode system with take place.

the cathode rod in the center of the higher pres-
sure chamber, while the anode resembles the walls
of the throat and the nozzle proper.

ARC-Jet

afhode

Cold Eas

Cha mber Nozzle
Throat Nozzle

Fig. 1: Scheme of dual channel model.
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Nozzle throat Conditions
For a hydrogen plasma mixture the components i are

The nozzle throat conditions, are calculated under shown in the following table
the premise that on the one hand the radial compo-
nents of the velocity- and current density vectors Table 1
with respect to their axial ones and on the other
hand the temperature change in the axial direction
compared to the radial one are negligible. component H2 H H+ e-

According to the mass and impulse conservation -
equations in steady state form it follows by taking i 0 1 2 3
rotational symmetry and neglecting friction and
since (J x B)z = 0 Mi 2.0162 1.0081 1.0076 0.00055

dvL dp
+ p 0 (1) Herein the portion of the H2+ , H- and H2- ions are

negleded since their contribution is at last two
dv dp orders of magnitude below that of the prevailing

z0 (2) ones 7.
+ - 0 (2)

*Vz pvz

where vz is the velocity component in the axial One obtains, neglecting the electron mass besides
direction, p is the mass density of the gas mixture that of the heavy particles,
and p is the static pressure. The corresponding
differentials stand for the change in the axial or M = Mi {2vo + vl + v2 } (8)
z-direction.

And if one introduces the notion of "the degree of
Replacing dvz/vz in both equations (1) and (2) dissociation" by
leads to the condition

ni + n2
2 d a 2 5 v I + v2 (9)

v --- a (3) 
H2  no + ni + n2

the axial velocity within the arc core region of a
i.e., within the throat the axial velocity is given hydrogen arc follows by
by the speed of sound. In general one now accounts
for the speed of sound at isothermal. conditions in Te
the heated arc column and the speed of sound at 1 + a
adiabatic conditions in the cold gas envelope. v ,t= atc =/ - T - T (10)
Since within the arc colunn regime of the throat H2
the plasma conditions are decisively determined by
ohmic heating, heat and radiation transport, the
speed of sound must be taken here not for adiabatic
but rather for isothermal behavior. Moreover, since he axial velocity within the nonelectrically n-
the composition of the plasma or gas does not 

Th e a x
i

a l 
velocity 

w
i

t h
in the nonelectrically con-

hane dursing ft processesf lke a sma waes, one ducting cold gas layer may be taken as the speed ofchange during fast processes like sound waves, one sound under adiabatic conditions since, with the
has to take (dp/dp) under the condition that the exception of radation absorption, the energy input
composition of the plasma does not change. One exception of radiation absorption, the energy inputcposition of the hplasma does not change. he by heat conduction into the cold gas envelope cantherefore can write for the axial speed within the be considered negligible. This is due to the fact
are column of the throat area (0 < r < r,) be c ons ide r ed negligible. This is due to the factarc colun of the throat area (0 r that practically the entire radial heat flux in the

outer arc region heats up additional cold gas,
Vzc = } s a(r) (4) which is now axially carried away. However, as

S'T, composition t'c shown later, despite of this effect the divergence
constant of the arc column can be considered very small. The

outer cold gas region is therefore almost
Or, if one distinguishes between electron- (Te) unaffected by the hot arc core. The speed of sound
and heavy particle temperatures (T) the speed of for the outer layer (rc < r < rt) follows
sound for the arc core region (0<r<rc) follows by therefore by

S T{ + T (5) vo t,o o (11)

where the degree of ionization is defined by where = c/cv is the ratio of the specific
ne  heats and Tu is the temperature of the cold gas

- (6) envelope within the nozzle throat.
Sn

iice The mass flow rate through the cold gas envelope is
therefore

R is the universal gas constant, and the molecular m 2 f t o z,o r dr (12)weight M of the mixture is r z

M = viMi  (7)
i*e and since

Herein the sum over all molfractions vi of the p =  
(13)heavy particle components equals one o R

(ie vi = 1) 5
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one obtains together with eq.(11) energy equations by setting Te - T. This simpli-
fication, however, cannot be considered as valid in

r p the diverging part of the nozzle, where the pres-
S- 2 r dr (14) sure rapidly drops.

r / ----kc oMTo In order to determine the temperature profile with-
0 0 in the hot center part of the arc column

0 < r < re, one therefore has to solve the
where p-pt is the pressure within the throat. simplified eq. (17) which follows in cylindrical

coordinates by
In a similar way follows the mass flow rate mc c2
through the ohmically heated arc core region [see + (r e ) + - RL = 0 (17a)
eq.(10) and (5)] by r e

rc For a hydrogen thruster at moderate pressures of
mc 2x I C Vz,c rd less than about 2 bar, one may neglect the radi-

o ation loss. At higher pressures, however, and for
propellants of larger molecular weight, radiation

c _ p losses should be taken into account, which means
- 2% I r dr (15) that also the radiation transport equation should

0 R T be solved besides eq. (17a). Such a consideration
/ A + a T} would lead to an elaborate numerical calculation

which is not included here, but which will be done
And the entire mass flow rate follows now by in future when propellants other than hydrogen are

discussed.
m = m + m (16)c o An analytical solution of eq. (17a) for a given arc

channel radius re is presented elsewhere 10  in
Since the pinch pressure (0 Iz.) is negligible which the current density profile is approximated
with respect to the nozzle t2oat pressure, one can by a paraboloid of grade n. This model approach
take p = Pt independent of r and therefore con- turns out to predict the experimental results of

sider p in both integrals of eqs. (14) and (15) as high power, nozzle type MPD thrusters quite well."

a constant quantity. Since in those high power, low density thrusters
the arc discharge fills practically the entire

In order to determine m and m of eqs. (14) and nozzle throat, the arc radius rc can be set equal
(15), respectively, one Eas to kn 8w the temperature to the throat radius rt. For the calculations of
distributions of the heavy particles and the coOpo- the low powered arcjet where the arc column is more
sition of the gas and plasma mixture across the or less surrounded by a nonionized cold gas layer
nozzle throat. One therefore has to solve the ener- rc is smaller than rt and the ionization degree
gy equations for the electrons and heavy particles within the arc column is less than one.
under nozzle throat conditions.

The temperatureprofile within the arc core region

Neglecting relaxation effects in the energy equa- (0 < r < rcl0 follows now according to the method
tion of the electron component one obtains of loc. cit. by

.2 2
.+ + RL + I ni ei(Te - T) (17) (n+2) 2 1 - n 2e T n+ ) [ r 1 2 r_) 1 (21)

n(n+4) rc (n+2) c
and the energy equation of the heavy particle mix- where
ture, if friction heating is neglected, follows by 1 2

T 235,6 [ 1 + ]5 () [K] (22)
V(p;h) - - V .+ nieae(T - T) * [j x 9] (18) c

Herein h is the enthalpy of the heavy particle if I in [A] and re in [m]. The radial heat flow
mixture; a is the electrical conductivity; RL is at the arc core surface follows accordingly by
the radiation loss and aei the coupling factor
which accounts for the temperature exchange between 1 + 2 7/5
electrons an4 heavy particles. The heat flux qr(r ) 3 0,0072 - [75 ] (23)
vectors qe, q due to conduction follow by (1 + )- r m

a- -X T 5 k ( Since the dependency of the overall result on the
e e e 2 e e grade n of the current density paraboloid turns out

to be small, n is taken equal to 4.
= - 7 T (20) Within the cold gas region (rc < r < rt), one

where ke, ki are the heat conduction coeffi- has to solve eq. (18), which now reduces to

cients for the electron and heavy particle compo- a 1 a aT
nents, respectively. p z 51 F 3E ( r X ) (18a)

Now it nas been shown9 that within an arc discharge since the number density of the electrons ions and
at a pressure of about 1 bar the coupling between the current density in this outer region are zero,
electrons and heavy particles due to collisions is and since the temperature difference between
so strong that the temperature difference between different gas components can likewise be taken
both components can be neglected. Since within the zero. In the following section one now determines
nozzle throat of an arcjet the pressure is of the the arc boundary, rc(z), by means of a
order of one bar, it is well justified here to neg- semiempirical approach which is based first on the
lect the terms proportional to (Te - T) within solution of eq. (18a) and second on the knowledge
the energy equations (17) and (18). For the nozzle of the radial heat flux from the arc core to the
throat regime one therefore can simplify both surrounding cold gas layer.
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In order to calculate now the arc boundary rc By means of eq. (32) together with (27), (33) and
along the center axis z, one must solve the energy (23) one can now calculate step by step the arc
transport equation (18a) for the cold gas region, channel contour according to the following proce-
in which the enthalpy h can be written as dure: at any axis point z0 one starts with a given

rc  and calculates the corresponding distance
h = 2 + c T + T (24) (z-zo) for a stated snall value of

Sp  
r - rc

6 << 1 (34)0 (1 9 \ r rc
where ch = ( V2) + Cp + 6 r

Ko o - 1 RThe coordinates of the herewith determined point
S (1 + M 2 ) -+ -L (25) (r,z) are now those of the new starting point (r -

o - 1 2 Mo T rc new ; z + z new) for the next step. These
. . point by point calculations are repeated until the

Herein v is the velocity which can be approximated slope of the contour (r-rc)/(z-zo) drops below a
by the axial speed vz,o, cp is the specific given small value
heat at constant pressure, E is the latent chemical
energy of the propellant, Ma is the Mach number, r - r
and ae/BT stands for the change of the latent 8 - << 1  (35)
reaction energy by a temperature change at constant
pressure. The latter can be set equal to zero since Starting with a channel diameter of 2rc = 1 nm at
the temerature does not change very much in this zo = 0, the typical channel contours of a 50 A and
outer region. Equation (18a) can now be solved a 100 A hydrogen arc at different pressures are
for the boundary conditions that at rc a radial calculated for the data
heat flux is "deposited" on the axially flowing
cold gas12 . One obtains 6r  10- 2  n = 4

T(r-ro; z-zo) - T. = - (r - rc) y(x) (26) T = 300 K < - 1.4

Se Ma M 1 M = 2.016

where y(x) = x + erf(x) - 1 (27) AT = 10 K = 0.188 [ ]
/n m K

vz  (r - r) 2

x = Y- z (28) a)
4X z- zo

I - 50 R

and x - - (29)

C 0. 1 bc 
r  IO

p - lbo
is the thermodiffusivity of the outer cold gas en- I
velope. The temperature T. stays for the cold gas -to 1  r

temperature near the throat wall or at a distance =I
far off the arc boundary. The channel contour is
now characterized by a curve along which T(r,z) is 100 ,o so M zm 3 r
constant or for which Z I- 1

T(r-ro; z-zo) - T. - AT = const (30)

Cne now takes AT small enough such that Ai/T. <
1; this is a necessary requirement, since one as- b)
sumes in the solution of eq. (18a) that the heat
conduction coefficient and ch can be considered I - 100 A
constant and independent of r and z within the cold 8
gas envelope (rc < r < rt). If one replaces in
eq. (28) the quantity vz/4x by -r p- I b
vz 1 2 ,3/P 0 1 1)w Ib4 = 8O + Ma 2 ) Ma IM w o Wear

4- 8 CO - 1 MO X r-

(31)
S so 100 o150 0 a m 0

one obtains Z .

z - z0  = - ( _2 + Ma2 ) * Fig.2 Discharge channel contours of a) 50 A -and

b) 100 A - Hydrogen Arcs at different

.Ma - c)2 c (32) pressures.

Mo / T rc x2

and shown in Fig. 2a and b. It is obvious that with
where T is the temperature of the surrounding cold increasing pressure and at lower currents the arc
gas and X is its heat conduction coefficient, x cross section decreases; this is a well kmown
follows as t he i n v er s e f unc t i on o f e q . ( 2 7 ) byfollows as the inverse function of eq. (27) by fact. But noteworthy here is also the fact that if

Sw the initial channel diameter is chosen too small,
XA(AT) r L the arc radius increases rapidly at first but

S= ( -- ) - (36) steadily less fast with length. Thus, in order to
S c c calculate the arc size within the constrictor or
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nozzle throat, one indeed should know the arc cath- The Expansion Process
ode attachment area and the pressure and flow field The dual channel model is characterized by the fact
from the cathode on downstream into the constrictor that the nozzle flow is divided into two regions:
opening. Since the cathode attachment, however, is the hot plasma core (index c) and the outer cold
not known today or such a calculation would became gas envelope (index u). Any cross section of the
extremely complex, the following semiempirical en- nozzle A(z) can now be divided into two parts
gineering approach is taken. This approach is A(z) = A (z) + Ao(z) (43)
characterized first by the relation

6r z - z o  1 where Ac(z) - r 2  (44)
- = rc (36) c

is the cross section of the core through which the
and second by taking the product (6r.6) such that hot plasma flows and
it fits any reliable measurement. According to Ao(z) 2- (r - r) (45)
available data1 3 on an H2 arcjet thruster with a A rc (

ratio of the constrictor length divided by its
radius of 1/rt a 4, the product 6r-6 is taken is the area through which the surrounding cold gas
as flows (rN = nozzle radius). Since one now assumes

that electromagnetic effects are negligible besides
6r'6 - 0.0009 (37a) gas dynamic ones and that no mixing, no energy

and hence 6r a 0.06 (37b) exchange and no friction forces between both
r  regions occur, but that the pressure across any

area A(z) is considered constant and is given by p
The channel radius rc within the nozzle throat = p(z), then the following equations are valid for
follows therefore according to eq. (32) as a each region with i - c or 0.
function of the throat pressure pt; or, vice
versa, the pressure is a function of rc and can Continuity equation
be written as

Pi Vi Ai mi = consti (46)
8 /(Fo x2  

/! o 1= -(- orPt 03/2 2
"3 (--- +1 ) r c dpi dvi  dAi-- + + = 0 (46a)

(38) Pi . i A(4

Where now T is replaced by Tu (= 300 K) the Equation of motion
temperature of the cold gas envelope which dv dp
surrounds the arc core and where the mach number Ma (47)
is set equal to one according to the throat Pivi - + a z (47)

conditions.
By introducing the notation of the "fill factor" Energy equation

f () 2  - f (pt rt) (39) ii ( - + c )pi = 0 (48)

Equation of state

the mass flow rate m according to eqs. (16), (14) Oi p
and (15) together with (21) and (22) follows now by pi Ti = . - 1 pi (49)

t 6/5

m t r 2q pt 0.78610- - (Jt- 1/5  f 6/ 5  Since, moreover, within the core region, frozen

/+ flow conditions can be assumed and no energy loss
for both inner and outer zones exist, one obtains

-u 7 Ogenerally the adiabatic relations from eqs. (47),

+ 1.097*10-2 -T (1 - f) [] (40) (48) and (49) by

Where rt is measured in [m], I in [A] and the - . ( ) - (-PC-) c (50)
throat pressure pt which is according to eq. (38) Pt to Ptc
a funktion of f and rt in [N/m]. P

Mc and MO are the atomic or molecular weight of where p is the throat pressure and p Sand P
the core and cold gas region, respectively (for refer hre to the cold gas and the aeage plaie

hydrogen M% -1.008 and MO -2.016). core density within the throat, respectively. The

is the average degree of ionization and follows ratios of the specific heats 1o and c are both
for hrogen by constant, since one assumes a frozen flow condi-

for hydrogen by tion. he average velocity for the plasma core

exp [ 157716.5 j region follows by means of the basic eqs. (46) to
T (49) by

. { 1 + Pt c -1/2 (41) (4 b

0.0325 T / c T + } (sq) (51)
c

where the throat pressure Pt is measured in N/m2

and the average temperature within the arc core with
is calculated by

S(sqr) -1 c P (C-)/C

c 2x i c Tr dr 205 ( ) 2/5 [K] (er 1 - c- t c 52)

C 
0  c

while the velocity of the outer cold gas region

. 205 * (- -) 2/ 5 f/5 [K] (42) corresponing by is
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- =where the indices e and t refer now to the end
v = Ko To (sqr)u (53) plane and the throat conditions, respectively.

According to eq. (59) the quotient pe/pt is now
a funktion of Ae/At and since pt is

with proportional to

1 I --- 1 [see eq. (38)],
Ko 1 P (KO-1)/o r r f

(sqr)o 0- 1 1 - - -) }
(54) the thrust becomes first a funktion of the

thruster geometry like At (= x'rt 2 ), Ae and
to a minor degree on L/rt (= 6r/6) and second a

Since the mass flow through the core region, eq. function of the arc current, the throt pressure
(13) an4 that through the surrounding cold gas and the ill factor f [see eq. (39)]. Since now f
region m , eq. (15) are taken constand along the is a funktion of p and rt one obtains the
nozzle troat according to the continuity equation is a funktion of pt and r t one obtains thee o accodi tequaon thrust eq. (61) as well as the mass flow rate eq.
(46) it is now (40) as a funktion of the thruster geometry, the

S -t 2 f c Ac (55) arc current and the throat pressure pt. Replacing
mc tcvtc t c C (55 ) pt in both eqs. (61) and (40), one obtains the

thrust as funktion of the mass flow rate, the arc
and current and the thruster geometry. In Fig. 3 are

mo = Pt v, * t2 (1-f) po vo Ao (56)
tPo t,o t

where vt, o and t ,c are the cold gas velocity -
and the average core velocity, respectively within I = 100 A
the nozzle throut. rt  m-- -- . .. r= 2 mm

By replacing 5c and ;c in eq. (55) according to
(50) and (51), and correspondingly Po and vo in
eq. (56) by (50) and (53), respectively, one L - 1.25 mm
obtains the core area along the nozzle axis by Z --

2
S P 1/c rt f .-

Ac . -A ( ) 1 ) (57) ..o

and the outer ring area through which the cold gas
flows by

Spt 1/<u rt (1-f)
Ao = (- (r)o (58)

p (sqr)o
0 I I I I I

Since the sun of both areas eq. (43) resembles the 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

cross sectional area of the nozzle one obtains the i ( g/s )
area ratio by

A f Pt) 1/c 1 - f t 1/oC
(- ) + ( )At (sqr) p (sqr)o p Fig: 3 Thrust versus Massflowrate.

(59)

which is now a function of f, cc' o and the
pressure ratio p/pt. If no arc is present, then f 1600
= 0 and the area ratio A/At goes over into that
of the okown adiabatic expansion flow of a cold gas
thruster.

1200 - I = 100 A

Preformance Calculation _ 800 -
Since the space pressure can be taken negligible
small, the absolute value of the thrust is given by

h = c c,e +  vo,e + e Pe (60) 400 rt .25 mm 2 mm

where v is the average velocity of the hot core
plasma ~ v the cold gas velocity at the exit
plane A of i4 thruster; pe is the exit pressure.
If one replacqs v and v according to eqs.(51) 0
and (53) and mo and mc by 44. (14) and (15), 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
respectively, one obtains for the thrust r ( g/S )

Th At P { f(sqr)ce + (1-f) ic (sqr)o, + A

(61) Fig. 4 Specific Impuls versus Massflowrate.
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plotted thrust versus mass flow rate for two Discussion
different currents and two different thruster
geometries but with the same arearatio of The throat versus mass flow rate curves in Fig. 3
Ae/At 100 and the sane Wrt 4. show an almostlinear rise within the range of in-
Correspondingly follows the spezific irpuls by terest, 0.1 < m < 0.6 g/s. Therefore the following

S(62) empirical relation can be set up.

sp gu m Th - c1 + c2 m m Isp g (64)

It is plotted in Fig. 4 as funktion of the mass
flow rate for the same currents and the thruster Where ct and c2 are constant quantities. The slope,

geometries as taken before. The correspondending c2 can be considered equal for all four curves and

thrust power which is defined by given by 1900 m/s while cl is a funktion of I and
rt. The coefficient ct can now be approximated by

P (1 )2  (63) c 1 - 29.5 * 10.32 * r 07 [N] (65)
2 m

is shown in Fig. 5 and the thrust versus Ip where I is taken in [A] and rt in [m]. The second
cues in Fig. 6. s p  coefficient c2 has the dimension of a velocity andcurves in Fig. 6. according to eq. (64) should approach for high mass

flow rates the effective ejection velocity, ceff
a Isp'gu, of the cold gas; i.e. for high mass
flow rates the cross section of the arc core and
hence the fill factor, f, decreases such that the
ohmically heated portion of the gas flow can be

12 - neglected besides that of the cold gas. According
to eq. (41) and (61) follows with f * 0 the
effective exit velocity by

10 -
Th(f=) / RTr, e A Pe

c 4 . + (sqr) + L
ceff ;(f0) o M oe o At

-- rt= 2 mm . 1316 ( 1.73 + 0.0235 ln()} [m/s] (66)
S 6 - ------- 

t

S r= 1.25 mm For an area ratio Ae/At 100 as taken in the
C- 4 plotts of the Figs., ceff becomes 2419 m/s which

I = 100 A is by a factor of 1.27 higher than c2, the slope of
2 .the curves in Fig. 3. One therefore sets

c2  1-27 ceff 1788 ( 1 + 0.0136 ln ~ [ (67)
0 I t I I I t

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Based on eq. (64) one now obtains the specific

m  ( 9/s ) npuls by

I + c2} (68)

Fig. 5 Thrust Power versus Massflowrate.

and correspondingly the thrust as function of the
specific impuls by

c1
3 Th (69)

3 - 1-

rt= 2 mm

These empirical relations eq. (64) to (69) give
2 - within ± 10 % the correct results of the dual model
S rt= 1.25 mm ., calculations and are therefore very helpful in ob-

Z- taining quick results. In the following Table the
v ' measurements on three different hydrogen arc jets

C "- .... developed at AVCO corporation in 1964 for NASA are
- compared with the calculations based on this enpi-

1 -rical approach. All three calculations are in good
agreement with the measurements despite of the fact

I == 100 A that only Model 2 was taken as reference to match
-- -.- A- -. the quantity 6r-6 according to eq. (37a). One

there fore may conclude that this semiempirical,
dual channel calculation and even the more simpli-

0 I I fied formulas in this last section are helpfull to
0 400 800 1200 1600 determine the overall relations between thrust

S ( S ) mass flow rate and specific impuls ot an H2 arc
jet.

Fig. 6 Plot of Thrust versus Specific Impuls.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 [ 9] W. Finkelnburg und H. Maecker, "Elektrische
Bogen und Thermische Plasmen", Ecyclopedia of

Power 30 kW 30 kW 30 kW Physics, ol. XXII, ed. S. Fligge, Springer
Verlag, p. 98, 1956

Efficiency 40.7 % 44.6 % 43.2 %Efficiency 40.7 44.4[10] H. O. Schrade, M. Auweter-Kurtz, H. L. Kurtz,
I 150 A 151 A 177 A "Basic Processes of Plasma Propulsion", Final

Report, AFOSR, Grant 82 - 0298, Jan. 1987
r t  2.22 mm 1.78 mm 1.525 mm [11] H. L. Kurtz et al., "Self-Field MPD Thruster
WLrt 4 4 "4 Design--Experimental and Theoretical Investi-

gations", AIAA-85-2002, 18th Intern. Electric
Ae /At 6.7 9.2 12.2 Propulsion Conf., Alexandria, VA, 1985

m 0.25 g/s 0.16 g/s 0.12 g/s [12] H. O. Schrade and P. C. Sleziona, "Theoretical
Modelling of Arcjet Thruster", Review Report,

Thexp  2.47 N 2.07 N 1.77 N ESTEC Contract No. 6784/86/NL/PH(SC), May 1988

I 1008 s 1319 s 1504 s [13] "Thirty Kilowatt Plasnajet Rocket Engines p ex p  
Development" prepared by AVCO Corp. D. John

htheo 2.49 N 2.04 N 1.87 N et. al. for NASA under Contract NAS 3 - 2593,Summary Report NASA CR - 54079, July 1964
Isp,theo 1015 s 1300 s 1589 s
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